ABSTRACT. A study is made of certain completeness properties of the space of all continuous real-valued functions on a space, where this function space has the compact-open topology.
the topology generated by the subbase {[A,V]I A is a compact subset of X and V is an open subset of R}. Now C(X) is a subspace of F(X), and when we are working with C(X), we use [A,V] n C(X). Note that F(X) is a Hausdorff space, and that C(X) is completely regular.
The weakest kind of completeness property is that of being of second category in itself (i.e., a space which cannot be written as a countable union of nowhere dense subsets of itself). In fact by a completeness property we mean one that lies between that of being of second category in itself and that of being completely metrizable.
For function spaces, C(X) is of second category in itself if and only if it is a Baire space (i.e., every nonempty open subspace is of second category in itself). This is because C(X) is homogeneous.
The strongest kind of completeness property is that of being completely metrizable. To begin with, a function space C(X) is metrizable if and only if X is hemicompact [i] . The space X is hemicompact provided it has a sequence of compact subsets such that every compact subset of X is contained in some member of this sequenc Every first countable hemicompact space is locally compact, and every locally compact Lindelf space is hemicompact. Now it is known that C(X) is completely metrizable if and only if X is a hemicompact k-space [2].
MAIN RESULTS.
We begin our study with a necessary condition that C(X) be a Baire space. THEOREM i. Let X contain a point x 0 such that (i) PROOF. The space X is the topological sum of locally compact a-compact spaces X,gA. Each C(X) is completely metrizable, so that H{C(X)leA} is a Balre space.
But this product is homeomorphic to C(X). Finally a locally compact -compact space is hemlcompact.
COROLLARY 3. If X is first countable then the following are equivalent.
i. C(X) is ech-complete.
2. C(X) is completely metrizable.
3. X is hemicompact.
The ech-complete property implies that of being a k-space (compactly generated space For each n define function f eC(X) satisfying: In fact the only completeness property on C(X) which has a known characterization in terms of a property on X (for general Tychonoff spaces X) is that of complete metrizability. So there are many other questions which arise naturally in this topic.
